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Bust out those colored pencils and your mad skills... It's time to enjoy some rad and happy pattern

play! 30 hand drawn bold patterns mixed with original lettering that range in complexity from piece of

cake to master colorer. Coloring fans of all ages will enjoy using their favorite medium on the one

sided 8x10 pages that make for easy framing and craft making. All pages were hand drawn and

designed by Tara from Rad And Happy with some of her well known funny quotes incorporated in.

(ie. Either you love donuts or you're wrong.) Donuts, pineapples, succulents, and bold patterns all

work together to make a completely original and fun coloring experience.
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This is such a fun coloring book! Every page doesn't have 100% of the page to color, but I like that.

But if you're looking for a book like that and will feel "ripped off" with some blank space, then this

isn't for you. I like supporting a person instead of a company.

Ordered as soon as I saw Tara post on Instagram that they were available, and received yesterday.

I love it, my daughter loves it, and I'm ordering more to give as gifts. Funny sayings, cute images!

Some pics are detailed and others are simple, perfect for smaller kids or to allow older, more

"practiced" colorers a better opportunity for creativity. Thanks for a great little book!

My favorite thing about this coloring book (besides the ADORABLE designs) is that there is such a

variety of designs with different levels of skill. Some pages have small repeating patterns, some



pages have large designs with a cute saying, and some have medium sized patterns. I absolutely

love that! My favorite page is the "What's up succa" succulent page. I may just frame it when I'm

done coloring it! I am a bit ashamed to admit that my toddler came up and asked to help me color

and I told him 'no' and got out his Elmo coloring book so he could work beside me. This book is only

for mama! Haha! Highly recommended!

Tara is ridiculously talented, and I'm so thrilled she finally released a coloring book. As a graphic

designer, I'm a little weird when it comes to most coloring books out there. I want to color something

that is going to look classy enough to be framed, and Tara delivers. The paper is a good quality, so

if you want to color and decorate, you're golden. If you are a fan of graphic awesomeness, you'll be

a fan of this coloring book.

This coloring book IS ABSOLUTELY UH-MAZING. so many cute/funny/awesome pictures to

choose from. You'll have a hard time picking just 1 at a time! Plus I love that the drawings aren't as

super detailed as the other adult coloring books. I love big spaces to color in!

Love this coloring book! It's whimsical and fun to color with because you can be so creative! I really

like that the pages are one sided, so you can use a variety of materials and it won't bleed through. I

always kept a blank piece of copy paper between sheets for just in case. I can't wait for a second

one to come out! I can hope anyways! ;)

Such a cute coloring book! Full of both intricate and basic designs that make it perfect for me to

share with my 6 year old. Lots of extra blank space makes for great places to draw her own pictures

in, too! We love this book!

I seen this book on instagram. I liked the designs because they are larger and easier to color. Too

many of the coloring books are so tiny there is no way to color them.I have to admit I was a little

disappointed because I seen so many designs on instagram, I was expecting it to have more

designs and pages. But I believe the person I bought it for will still enjoy it.
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